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CORPORATE HEADQUARTERS
RR Donnelley
111 South Wacker Drive
Chicago, Illinois 60606-4301
312.326.8000
www.rrdonnelley.com
ANNUAL MEETING OF SHAREHOLDERS
The 2009 meeting will be held at 11:00 a.m.
Central Time on Thursday, May 21, 2009, at
the Renaissance Chicago O’Hare Suites Hotel,
8500 Bryn Mawr Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60631.
STOCK EXCHANGE LISTINGS
New York Stock Exchange, Chicago Stock
Exchange. Symbol: RRD

adaptability.
Since 1864 RR Donnelley has been a leader in adapting our unmatched printing and
business services offering to changes in customers’ needs, to new technologies, and to an
increasingly competitive worldwide business environment. In the face of never-before-seen global
economic uncertainty, adaptability has never been more important. During 2008 it took the
form of making tough choices about reducing costs to stay in step with demand. It meant
introducing innovative new products and services that draw on sophisticated information
technologies. It was especially reflected in the way that we used our integrated capabilities
to help our customers adapt to their own challenges.

INVESTOR RELATIONS
Shareholders, securities analysts, portfolio
managers and representatives of financial
institutions seeking information about the
company should contact Investor Relations at
the company’s address, by calling 800.742.4455
or emailing investor.info@rrd.com.
ORDERING ADDITIONAL ANNUAL REPORTS
RR Donnelley’s 2008 Annual Report may be
obtained without charge by completing and
submitting the form at our website, by writing to
Investor Relations at the company’s address or by
calling 800.742.4455 during business hours.
FORMS 10-K & 10-Q
A copy of our Annual Report on Form 10-K for
fiscal 2008 is included with this document and
available at our website. Additional copies of
our Annual Report on Form 10-K or interim
financial reports filed with the SEC may be
obtained by contacting our Investor Relations
Department at 800.742.4455.

Adapting Through Innovation
Personalizing communications increases their effectiveness. The optimal combination of
speed, quality, and color reproduction was not offered on any commercially available press.
So RR Donnelley invented one. In 2008 we introduced and deployed the industry’s first 1200
dots-per-inch four color inkjet web presses. This unique capability has opened the door to a
new generation of digitally-driven marketing and transactional communications.

CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
RR Donnelley recognizes that businesses
impact customers, employees, shareholders,
communities, and the environment. We work to
go beyond legal obligations as we take steps to
further improve the quality of life for employees
and their families as well as for the local
communities in which we live and work.
Please visit the RR Donnelley Corporate Social
Responsibility report at www.rrdonnelley.com
to learn about our company’s efforts relating to:
• Diversity and Inclusion
• Environmental, Health and Safety
• Ethics and Compliance
• External Affairs/Community Relations
• Wellness Programs
STOCK TRANSFER AGENT AND REGISTRAR
Computershare Trust Company, N.A.
P.O. Box 43069
Providence RI 02940-3069
Telephone:
Inside the United States:
800.446.2617
Outside the United States:
781.575.2723
TDD/TTY for hearing impaired:
800.952.9245. Operators are available
9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., Eastern Time,
Monday-Friday. An interactive automated
system is available around the clock every day.
Internet: www.computershare.com
REINVESTMENT AND DIRECT DEPOSIT
OF DIVIDENDS
RR Donnelley shareholders have the
opportunity to increase their holdings through
a Dividend Reinvestment Plan, which permits
either dividend reinvestment, voluntary
cash investments or both, without incurring
brokerage commissions or other administrative
costs. Also, RR Donnelley shareholders may
elect to have their dividends directly deposited
electronically in a checking or savings
account. Shareholders may request additional
information about the Dividend Reinvestment
Plan and direct deposit of dividends by writing
or calling the Stock Transfer Agent.

INFORMATION CONTACTS
Computershare Trust Company, N.A. Automated
Telephone Response Center may be reached
24 hours a day at 800.446.2617. Operators
are available from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.,
Eastern Time, Monday-Friday, and will perform
the following functions over the telephone
when a shareholder identifies his or her account
by providing a taxpayer identification number,
registration of the securities and the address
of record:
• information regarding stock transfer
requirements
• address changes
• replacement of dividend checks
• duplicate 1099 forms and W-9 tax
certification forms
• transcripts of shareholder accounts
• duplicate reinvestment statements
• requests for dividend reinvestment brochures
and authorization cards
• information regarding the direct deposit
of dividends
Requests for information on topics not covered
here should be sent in writing, with reference
to the company, to the address noted above for
the Stock Transfer Agent and Registrar.
SAFE HARBOR STATEMENT
This document includes forward-looking
statements. We have based these forwardlooking statements on our current expectations
and projections about future results. When we
use words such as “anticipates,” “believes,”
“expects,” “estimates,” “intends,” “plans”
and similar expressions, we do so to identify
forward-looking statements. Our actual results
may differ materially from those anticipated in
these forward-looking statements, which involve
assumptions, risks and uncertainties.
As of December 31, 2008, the Company had
nearly 62,000 employees.
As of February 16, 2009, there were
approximately 9,302 stockholders of record
of our common stock.

PRODUCTION NOTES
Form 10-K printed and bound by RR Donnelley.
Cover and narrative printed by RR Donnelley. The 4-page cover and 10-page narrative printed
using 4-color process inks, 4 PMS inks and a non-curl satin aqueous coating. Both cover and narrative
were printed on a 40”, 8-color Heidelberg Speedmaster CD 102 with in-line UV coating.
All paper stocks used in this Annual Report are FSC certified.
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capability.
As organizations seek to streamline their supply chains, RR Donnelley responds with
end-to-end capabilities. We help customers prepare, produce, deliver, and process
communications. Our consultative approach helps customers design, test, and rollout
more effective direct mail. Use sophisticated virtual data rooms as they evaluate global
financial transactions. Bring their merchandising strategies to life with vibrant digital
photography. Integrate Personalized URLs, or PURLs into their prospecting communications. And so much more. Delivering comprehensive solutions with single-source
convenience and control is a distinct RR Donnelley capability.
Capability To Maximize Postal Savings
Catalogs play vital roles for multi-channel marketers, so minimizing postage costs is
crucial. In 2008 RR Donnelley introduced a unique Variable Trim Binding technology.
Designed to provide merchandisers and other mailers with a critical strategic
advantage, it lets different-sized printed materials be co-mailed to achieve the best
postal discounts. This unique offering even allows our customers to explore the impact
that changing the finished size of their pieces could have on paper costs – without
sacrificing the opportunity to participate in a co-mailing pool.
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sustainability.
The timing is precise. When a catalog, direct mailing, or retail circular is delivered to you,
its arrival has been carefully scheduled. Its delivery signals that the store shelves are stocked,
that customer service is staffed and standing by, or that the warehouse is poised to process
orders. Providing the sophisticated services that enable millions of communications to arrive on
schedule has made RR Donnelley the leading provider of print logistics. We help our customers
breathe easier, knowing that their printed materials will arrive at exactly the right time.
Sustainability The SmartWaySM
To help everyone else breathe easier as well, in 2008 RR Donnelley voluntarily joined the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s SmartWay Transport Partnership. This innovative program
focuses on increasing fuel efficiency and reducing greenhouse gas emissions. We will be
challenged to show continuous improvement. That is because RR Donnelley entered the
program having already achieved the best score available. We will continue though, to increase
the amount of product shipped with SmartWay certified carriers.

2
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accountability.
It is a simple formula. Fewer handoffs equal less potential for finger-pointing.
That’s why RR Donnelley has developed end-to-end capabilities that offer single-source
convenience, control, and accountability. We support customers’ projects from when
they are imagined to when the results are tallied and processed. Our prepare-producedeliver-process resources can help move an idea from the back of a napkin to the front
of the right audience’s consciousness. A simple formula that RR Donnelley is uniquely
positioned to execute.
Helping Customers Remain Compliant
Compliance is not an option. For financial services organizations, compliance takes the
form of complex sets of required communications. So during 2008 we enhanced the
compliance solutions that we offer our customers with the RightProspectus® document
repository. This online tool offers a better way to track the printed and e-mail delivery
and receipt of investor communications, including prospectuses. For compliance officers,
RR Donnelley’s comprehensive compliance offering delivers savings, speed, and perhaps
most precious of all – peace of mind.
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dependability.
They’re called deadlines for a reason. So when the documents for an important
transaction are needed at dawn, our customer service teams work around the clock.
When a client is preparing for a new product launch, our premedia facilities work
seamlessly across time zones to squeeze out every precious second of cycle time.
Secure networks, consistent processes, and the industry’s broadest geographic
footprint all help RR Donnelley meet our customers’ needs under even the most
demanding circumstances. All of that, of course, plus our employees’ count-on-it
commitment to service.
Rolling Up Our Sleeves
The best practices that RR Donnelley uses throughout our organization to streamline
operations do not regularly include having our employees hand-address shipments by
flashlight. But when a massive storm system led to devastating flooding and power
outages, RR Donnelley employees waded through their own flooded yards in order to get
to the plant. They used flashlights as they prepared time-sensitive shipments, even as
emergency generators were being set up in the parking lot. Over and above what you
might expect? Depend on it.

4
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For nearly a century and a half, RR Donnelley has been building
an unequaled ability to help our customers prepare, produce,
deliver, and process printed and other integrated communications.
The enduring value that we bring to these relationships draws on
our industry leading scale, innovation, and geographic reach.
These resources are fostered by an intense focus on financial
discipline in every aspect of our business - and exercised through
our employees’ deep commitment to operational excellence.
We look forward to the challenges and opportunities that lie ahead.
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PREPARE
Color Services & Prepress
Composition
Content Conversion for the Web
Creative Services
Digital Asset Management
Digital Workflow Solutions
Direct Marketing Campaigns
Facilities Management
Packaging Design
Photography
Soft Proofing & Collaboration
Translation Services

financial summary
Change from 2007
(dollars in millions)

Net Sales

Cash Flow from Continuing Operations

Capital Expenditures

2008

2007

2006

$11,581.6

$11,587.1

$9,316.6

1,016.7

1,176.8

322.9

693.8

$

%

(5.5)

0.0%

903.7

(160.1)

(13.6)%

482.0

374.3

(159.1)

(33.0)%

694.8

529.4

(1.0)

(0.1)%

Cash Flow from Continuing Operations
less Capital Expenditures

PRODUCE
Books
Catalogs
Sheet-fed, Web and Offset
Commercial Printing
Financial Printing
Digital Printing
Direct Mail Printing, Imaging
and Fulfillment
Directories
Document Organization and
Storage
Electronic and Printed
Billing Statements
Forms and Labels
HTML Conversion
Magazines
Retail Inserts
SEC EDGAR® Filings
Signage and Banners
TOPS® Office Products
DELIVER
Co-mailing and Co-palletization
Compliance Management
Expedited Services
Fulfillment
International Mail
Inventory Management
Print Distribution
Print Systems Integration
Third Party Logistics Management
Tracking and Measurement
USPS Drop Shipping
PROCESS
Business Communication Services
Business Process Outsourcing
Call Centers
Database Services
Document Outsourcing and
Management
Document Print and Mail Services
e-Solutions
Financial Analysis and Reporting
Global Real Estate Services
Litigation Support
Market Research
Print and Document Management
Print and Media Solutions
Supply Chain Management
Solutions
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dear fellow shareholders

In 2008 RR Donnelley was tested by unprecedented global
economic conditions.
Though we were not satisfied with the year’s financial outcomes,
we believe that the fundamental strategy that we pursued
as we responded to fast-changing conditions continues to be
the right one. Our strategy is to continue to focus on two
complementary objectives:
• Operate the business to maximize cash flow and deploy it
prudently as we maintain a very strong liquidity position
• Achieve operational excellence in serving our customers
As we execute this strategy, we will strive to take full
advantage of the unique benefits that we offer to our customers.
These include our scale; diverse, integrated products and
services; geographic reach; and extensive line-up of proprietary
value-added capabilities.
Despite the uncertain environment, this focus will provide
RR Donnelley with the flexibility to take advantage of the best
opportunities now and to emerge even better positioned for
growth whenever the economy improves.
STRONG LIQUIDITY

At RR Donnelley, financial discipline was not suddenly put
into place in reaction to the worldwide economic crisis.
Such discipline has been – and will continue to be – standard
operating procedure throughout your company.
As a result, even in the face of demand that declined
significantly during the second half of 2008 we were able to:
• Generate cash from operations of more than a billion dollars.
• Maintain your quarterly dividend.
• Reduce debt by more than $200 million. As 2009 began
we also used our continued access to capital markets to

issue a debt-neutral offering that increased our flexibility
and strengthened an already favorable maturity schedule.
• Adjust capital expenditures while keeping our industry leading
product and service platform synchronized with customers’
current and emerging needs. We reduced capital expenditures
by nearly $160 million in 2008 as compared with 2007, even
as we developed and deployed remarkable new proprietary
digital printing equipment.
The challenges that manifested themselves in 2008 are
expected to extend into the foreseeable future. As a result we
have undertaken many difficult actions as we appropriately
balance our costs with our revenues. Some competitors will
not survive the downturn at all, so we expect that economic
conditions will actually consolidate the industry and permanently take out capacity. We are carefully calibrating short term
requirements against longer term opportunities.
In general, we are seeing our customers respond to the
uncertainty about the nature and duration of the economic
downturn in two ways. First, they are reducing or postponing
projects and programs, as advertisers and consumers cut their
spending. Though we continue to be their provider of choice
– in some cases, providing 100% of their needs – they are
simply buying less. Second, as they seek to achieve their own
cost reductions, customers and prospects are taking a fresh
look at RR Donnelley’s unique capabilities. The exceptional
range of our proprietary solutions, to which we added considerably during 2008, enables us to help organizations reduce
costs across the breadth of the supply chain.
In a growing number of relationships, we provide value-added
Print Management services to our customers. Print Management
involves helping customers reduce their total cost of ownership.
7
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This addresses costs associated with preparing, producing,
delivering and processing documents and communications.
Here, RR Donnelley teams – sometimes on-site with the
customer – use sophisticated, proprietary web-based systems
to help manage inventories, manage the conversion of
documents to print-on-demand, streamline document related
processes, and even to source a variety of products on our
customer’s behalf. Our Print Management offering is unique,
in that our broad in-house platform helps us to deliver
consistent quality across a full range of products and services.
This reduces costs and supports our customers’ considerable
investments in brand equity.
Our scale and value-added capabilities will continue to
distinguish RR Donnelley’s approach to serving our customers.
OPERATIONAL EXCELLENCE

During 2008 RR Donnelley developed new and enhanced
capabilities that are extremely attractive to customers as they
seek to manage their own costs.
• The Variable Trim Binding capabilities that we introduced
help customers to minimize raw material and mailing costs
for products such as catalogs. Creative engineering allowed
RR Donnelley to remove publications’ finished size alignment
as a barrier to gathering the maximum number of products
from multiple customers into a single mailing pool. This
innovation continues to be cited as a key difference-maker by
a number of customers as they renew and expand their
relationships with RR Donnelley.
• In May we unveiled a new press that leapfrogged the
commercially available digital units. Our proprietary, high
speed, four color inkjet web press prints digitally with 1200
dots-per-inch resolution. Customers quickly signed on to use
this RR Donnelley innovation to enable them to include
sophisticated, individualized promotional messages on
statements and other transactional documents. Called
“TransPromo” – this capability to affordably blend crossselling and up-selling messages with statements is emerging
as a key strategy for a broad array of customers.
• We made a number of enhancements to our Venue virtual
data room. A virtual data room provides a web-based,

controlled means of reviewing confidential documents.
This service is an ideal complement to the translation
capabilities, compliance expertise, conventional printing,
digital printing, and other resources that we provide to our
financial printing clients across the world.
• In addition to creating advantages by developing value-added
capabilities, we enhanced our production and service platform
with acquisitions. Early in 2008 we acquired Pro Line
Printing, which rounded out our retail inserts and circulars
offering. The acquired operations produce materials for
regional promotions and perfectly complement the national
capabilities we already had through our gravure (or long-run
printing) facilities. Late in the year we took advantage of an
attractive valuation to acquire the assets of a commercial
printer in Toronto. This gave us a new presence in Eastern
Canada, enabling us to provide more complete managed
print services to Canadian and North American customers.
• We also fostered operational excellence by finding new ways
to serve our customers by making our platform even more
efficient. The integration work that we quickly executed with
prior acquisitions enables our facilities to work seamlessly
together, but in 2008 we signaled that we will create a new
model for customer service. To reduce hand-offs even further
and to save precious cycle time we are combining under
one roof in the Minneapolis and St. Paul area two existing
RR Donnelley facilities that serve different but related
functions. This footprint-of-the-future will create a single site
that can provide comprehensive commercial printing, direct
mail, specialty catalog, electronic media, select fulfillment
and prepress capabilities.
MEASURES OF EXCELLENCE

We continue to believe that our employees’ safety is the
first and most important measure of operational excellence.
Although we will never be satisfied until we achieve a perfect
safety record, we are very proud that in 2008 our overall safety
metrics outperformed the industry average by nearly 50%.
Throughout the year, our employees’ craftsmanship, innovative
ideas, and outstanding service were recognized by a series of
awards. These included prestigious industry recognitions, such
as Gold Ink and Golden Cylinder awards. Our customers also

8
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MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIRMAN
DEAR FELLOW SHAREHOLDERS,

recognized our operational excellence. For example, Ikea
presented RR Donnelley with its award as best global
producer of flyers and brochures. As customers become even
more cautious about their purchases during times of economic
uncertainty, we believe that your company’s reputation for
exceptional quality will become an even more important
differentiator.
Economic conditions also reinforced the importance of our
approach to sustainability. We believe that the very best
sustainability initiatives accomplish two goals simultaneously.
They mitigate environmental impacts and reduce costs.
For example, in one innovative program we are beginning to
capture the heat generated used to set inks onto paper in order
to warm the building in which the presses are housed. This
reduces energy consumption and lowers our utility costs.

2008 will be remembered as a sobering year for
investors as share prices across all sectors of the
economy ricocheted wildly, and closed the year with
disheartening numbers in almost every industry.
Financial services, banking and insurance saw many
failures; the auto industry teetered on the verge of
collapse as the year ended.
While the economic atmosphere remains troubling,
we at RR Donnelley are committed to careful stewardship of this great company in order to protect the
interests of our shareholders and our employees.
Your Board of Directors works closely with management
to provide oversight and counsel especially during
these perilous times.

IN 2009

Our employees have worked tirelessly to help us

As of this writing, the economic uncertainty that accelerated
throughout 2008 continues and there is no clear forecast as to
when conditions will improve.

remain strong. Last year, in a very uncertain environ-

Economic turmoil produces both challenge and opportunity.
We remain confident that the core disciplines that we have
established will best position RR Donnelley to manage the
difficulties and to take full advantage of the opportunities.
We will maintain our dual focus on maintaining strong liquidity
and achieving operational excellence.
We are proud of our employees – and those who were
unfortunately displaced as a result of these unprecedented
economic conditions – for all that they achieved during 2008.
We appreciate the continuing opportunity to serve our
customers and remain grateful to you, our shareholders, for
your confidence.

ment, RR Donnelley was able to introduce an impressive
set of proprietary products and services, and to gain
new or expanded relationships with customers internationally. All the while, our employees demonstrated
continuous improvements in safety, productivity and
sustainability. Our employees continued to complete our
online interactive training on complex rules governing
commerce around the world.
The coming year promises to be no less challenging
than the last. Know that we, your Board of Directors,
your management and employees, are committed to the
continued health and viability of RR Donnelley.
Sincerely,

Sincerely,

Stephen M. Wolf
Thomas J. Quinlan III
President & Chief Executive Officer
April 2009

Chairman of the Board of Directors
April 2009
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CURRENT MEMBERS OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS

THOMAS J. QUINLAN III
46, President and Chief Executive
Officer, RR Donnelley. Director since
2007. Background: Finance and
operations. Directorships: None.
STEPHEN M. WOLF
67, Chairman of the Board of
Directors, RR Donnelley; Managing
Partner, Alpilles, LLC. Director since
1995. Background: Airline industry.
Directorships: Philip Morris
International Inc.
LEE A. CHADEN (1)
66, Retired Executive Chairman,
Hanesbrands Inc., former CEO,
Sara Lee Branded Apparel, a division
of Sara Lee Corporation. Director
since 2008. Background: Consumer
products. Directorships: Carlson
Companies, Inc.; Hanesbrands Inc.
E.V. (RICK) GOINGS (2,3)
63, Chairman and Chief Executive
Officer, Tupperware Brands
Corporation. Director since 2008.
Background: Consumer products.
Directorships: Tupperware Brands
Corporation.
JUDITH H. HAMILTON (2)
64, Retired President and CEO,
Classroom Connect Inc., division of
Harcourt Inc./Reed Elsevier PLC.
Director since 1995. Background:
Information technology. Directorships:
Artistic Media Partners, Inc.;
MarketTools, Inc.

SUSAN M. IVEY (1)
50, Chairman, President and
Chief Executive Officer, Reynolds
American Inc. Director since 2009.
Background: Marketing. Directorships:
Reynolds American Inc., Executive
Chairman.
THOMAS S. JOHNSON (3)
68, Retired Chairman and CEO,
GreenPoint Financial Corp. Director
since 1990. Background: Banking
and financial services.
Directorships: Alleghany Corporation;
The Phoenix Companies, Inc.

(1) Audit Committee
(2) Corporate Responsibility &
Governance Committee
(3) Human Resources Committee
(4) Director service includes services
as a director of Moore Wallace
Incorporated, Moore Corporation
Limited and Wallace Computer
Services, Inc.

JOHN C. POPE (1,4)
60, Chairman, PFI Group, LLC,
and Waste Management, Inc. Director
since 1996. Background: Airline
and railroad equipment industries.
Directorships: Con-way, Inc.;
Dollar Thrifty Automotive Group,
Inc.; Kraft Foods, Inc.; Waste
Management, Inc.
MICHAEL T. RIORDAN (1,3,4)
58, Former Chairman, President
and CEO, Paragon Trade Brands, Inc.
Director since 1999. Background:
Paper industry. Directorships:
Clearwater Paper Corporation.
OLIVER R. SOCKWELL (2)
65, Retired President and CEO,
Construction Loan Insurance
Corporation (Connie Lee) and
subsidiary, Connie Lee Insurance
Company. Director since 1997.
Background: Financial services,
insurance, education, government.
Directorships: Liz Claiborne, Inc.;
Wilmington Trust Corporation.
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adaptability.
Since 1864 RR Donnelley has been a leader in adapting our unmatched printing and
business services offering to changes in customers’ needs, to new technologies, and to an
increasingly competitive worldwide business environment. In the face of never-before-seen global
economic uncertainty, adaptability has never been more important. During 2008 it took the
form of making tough choices about reducing costs to stay in step with demand. It meant
introducing innovative new products and services that draw on sophisticated information
technologies. It was especially reflected in the way that we used our integrated capabilities
to help our customers adapt to their own challenges.

INVESTOR RELATIONS
Shareholders, securities analysts, portfolio
managers and representatives of financial
institutions seeking information about the
company should contact Investor Relations at
the company’s address, by calling 800.742.4455
or e-mailing investor.info@rrd.com.
ORDERING ADDITIONAL ANNUAL REPORTS
RR Donnelley’s 2008 Annual Report may be
obtained without charge by completing and
submitting the form at our website, by writing to
Investor Relations at the company’s address or by
calling 800.742.4455 during business hours.
FORMS 10-K & 10-Q
A copy of our Annual Report on Form 10-K for
fiscal 2008 is included with this document and
available at our website. Additional copies of
our Annual Report on Form 10-K or interim
financial reports filed with the SEC may be
obtained by contacting our Investor Relations
Department at 800.742.4455.

Adapting Through Innovation
Personalizing communications increases their effectiveness. The optimal combination of
speed, quality, and color reproduction was not offered on any commercially available press.
So RR Donnelley invented one. In 2008 we introduced and deployed the industry’s first 1200
dots-per-inch four color inkjet web presses. This unique capability has opened the door to a
new generation of digitally-driven marketing and transactional communications.

CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
RR Donnelley recognizes that businesses
impact customers, employees, shareholders,
communities, and the environment. We work to
go beyond legal obligations as we take steps to
further improve the quality of life for employees
and their families as well as for the local
communities in which we live and work.
Please visit the RR Donnelley Corporate Social
Responsibility report at www.rrdonnelley.com
to learn about our company’s efforts relating to:
• Diversity and Inclusion
• Environmental, Health and Safety
• Ethics and Compliance
• External Affairs/Community Relations
• Wellness Programs
STOCK TRANSFER AGENT AND REGISTRAR
Computershare Trust Company, N.A.
P.O. Box 43069
Providence RI 02940-3069
Telephone:
Inside the United States:
800.446.2617
Outside the United States:
781.575.2723
TDD/TTY for hearing impaired:
800.952.9245. Operators are available
9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., Eastern Time,
Monday-Friday. An interactive automated
system is available around the clock every day.
Internet: www.computershare.com
REINVESTMENT AND DIRECT DEPOSIT
OF DIVIDENDS
RR Donnelley shareholders have the
opportunity to increase their holdings through
a Dividend Reinvestment Plan, which permits
either dividend reinvestment, voluntary
cash investments or both, without incurring
brokerage commissions or other administrative
costs. Also, RR Donnelley shareholders may
elect to have their dividends directly deposited
electronically in a checking or savings
account. Shareholders may request additional
information about the Dividend Reinvestment
Plan and direct deposit of dividends by writing
or calling the Stock Transfer Agent.

INFORMATION CONTACTS
Computershare Trust Company, N.A. Automated
Telephone Response Center may be reached
24 hours a day at 800.446.2617. Operators
are available from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.,
Eastern Time, Monday-Friday, and will perform
the following functions over the telephone
when a shareholder identifies his or her account
by providing a taxpayer identification number,
registration of the securities and the address
of record:
• information regarding stock transfer
requirements
• address changes
• replacement of dividend checks
• duplicate 1099 forms and W-9 tax
certification forms
• transcripts of shareholder accounts
• duplicate reinvestment statements
• requests for dividend reinvestment brochures
and authorization cards
• information regarding the direct deposit
of dividends
Requests for information on topics not covered
here should be sent in writing, with reference
to the company, to the address noted above for
the Stock Transfer Agent and Registrar.
SAFE HARBOR STATEMENT
This document includes forward-looking
statements. We have based these forwardlooking statements on our current expectations
and projections about future results. When we
use words such as “anticipates,” “believes,”
“expects,” “estimates,” “intends,” “plans”
and similar expressions, we do so to identify
forward-looking statements. Our actual results
may differ materially from those anticipated in
these forward-looking statements, which involve
assumptions, risks and uncertainties.
As of December 31, 2008, the Company had
nearly 62,000 employees.
As of February 16, 2009, there were
approximately 9,302 stockholders of record
of our common stock.
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GLOBAL PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
books
business communication services
business process outsourcing
catalogs
commercial print
direct mail
directories
distribution, logistics, print fulfillment & kitting
document outsourcing and management
e-business solutions
financial printing and communications
forms, labels, and office products
magazines
premedia technologies
product usage documentation and in-box materials
real estate services
retail inserts
RFID and barcoding
supply chain management solutions
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Cert no. SCS-COC-00648

The Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) is an international
non-profit organization that has developed principles
that define and promote responsible management of
the world’s forests. RR Donnelley supports responsible
forest management with more than 120 FSC chain of
custody certified facilities worldwide.
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